
Multi-cloud platform was used to develop and implement various services through 

infrastructure platforms and to realize customer product services through seamless 

governance cooperation with related departments within the company.
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Advancement project of AI platform and provision of an
AI container environment

In order to build an optimal AI platform, the bank’s digital competitiveness was

strengthened by adopting Cocktail Cloud. Also, improved AI technology-based

service performance by building an environment where services can be developed

and distributed with AI under a multi-cluster environment.
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Shinhan Bank 
Expectations and Future Prospects

Features of adopting Cocktail

ㆍImplements a convenient integrated environment based on an all-in-one container platform

ㆍVarious usage through multi-cluster/multi-cloud resources

ㆍApplies products that have passed the conformity verification of the Cloud Native

   Computing Foundation (CNCF)

ㆍProvides a stable AI DevOps environment

ㆍOrganizes an automated container infrastructure from optimal AI integration

   development to services

ㆍEffective management of service deployment by applying an automated deployment

   management system

Expectations and Future Prospects

ㆍProvide an environment for AI model learning/development/operatio

   /portal establishment

ㆍProvide the maximum available AI container environment

ㆍProvide an optimal AI platform management

ㆍProvide a high-performance architecture configuration environment

ㆍSolution-based optimal customization and maintenance

ㆍBuild a container technology-based cloud native infrastructure
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